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!  IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS 
When using the Gardener’s Kneeler Seat, basic precautions should always be followed, which 

include the following: 
1. Read all the instructions and keep for reference.
2. Inspect all parts prior to use ensuring all the bolts and screws are fixed securely.
3. Ground should be firm, level and secure.
4. After adjusting the position of the seat, always ensure the spring handles are locked into 

place.
5. Never work sideways.
6. Never have more than one person using the kneeler seat at any one time.
7. Never stand on the Gardener’s Kneeler Seat.
8. Close supervision is necessary when used by or near children.
9. Careful when opening and closing the legs to avoid trapping fingers.
10. If you do find any structural damage do not attempt to repair it yourself.
11. Do not use for anything other than its intended use.
12. Make sure the pouch pockets are facing outside of the product to protect you from any 

sharp implements placed inside the pockets. 

CARE AND MAINTENANCE
• It is recommended to clean and dry the frame after each use, especially around any hinges.
• After cleaning, test the action of the hinges/springs and brush out remaining debris.
• Store in a dry place.  

!  WARNING
This product is intended for domestic use only.
Always test stability of the Gardener’s Kneeler Seat before kneeling/seating.
Please Note: Not to be used as a step stool, never stand on the Gardener’s Kneeler Seat.

 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
Product measurement: Open : 60x28x49cm/ Folded: 58x28x13cm 
Seat :40x21.5cm
Maximum Weight: 120 kg
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Imported and distributed by Easylife Group Ltd,  London  NW1 0JP 
Support Line: 0333 030 0777
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Thank you for purchasing the Gardener’s Kneeler Seat with Tool Pouch. 

A practical life-saver to the avid gardener, our foldaway kneeler/seat, helps to avoid dirty knees, 
scraped ankles or strained back. Use as a comfortable foldaway kneeler/seat, with side arms to 
help you straighten up, or simply turn over for a comfy seat for pruning or taking a well earned 
break. Measuring 60x28x49cm, with a nice wide seat and strong tubular steel frame which folds 
flat for easy storage, it’s also useful for other DIY in the home.
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OPENING: 

!  CAUTION: Take care when opening and closing the legs to avoid 
trapping your fingers.
This product is delivered in the ‘folded’ position. To open:
1. Raise legs by pulling upwards and click into lock position 
2. Ensure the legs lock into place securely as indicated in the picture
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BEFORE USE
• Place the Gardener’s Kneeler Seat on a level secure surface.
• Do not use this product as a step stool, only use as pictured.

FOLDING:
1. Unlock the leg by squeezing the spring handle out from the locking position.
2. While squeezing the spring handle, fold down the leg to reset the seat
3. Repeat the process for the other leg and then ready for storage 

ATTACHING THE TOOL POUCH:
1. Hook the tool pouch around either side/end of the legs and secure using the Velcro®.
2. Please Note: Make sure the pouch pockets are facing outside of the product to protect 

you from any sharp implements placed inside the pockets.


